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1 Introduction
This application note explains how to use the MIPS GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) toolchain options to significantly reduce code size, and thus avoid the need for more complex optimizations, such as changing the style of code,
redefining modules, or changing the system architecture.
The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) is an integrated distribution of compilers for several major programming languages and architectures, and is available at http://gcc.gnu.org.

2 Software Environment
For optimal results, the software development environment should allow project files to be compiled separately, so as
to enable the precise application of the appropriate code-reducing compiler options according to the requirements of
each file. For example, enabling the –mlong-call option might be appropriate for code that required jumps to far
distant functions, but enabling it for an entire software project would result in a larger code size and execution inefficiencies.
When the software environment cannot be modified to allow for per-file compilations, we suggest that code be compiled separately and put in a library that can be integrated into the system project.

3 MIPS-specific GCC Compiler Options
This section describes GCC’s MIPS-specific compiler options that are especially useful for reducing code size. Refer
to http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc-4.4.5/gcc/MIPS-Options.html#MIPS-Options for a complete list of MIPS-specific GCC options.

3.1 -mno-long-calls
This option enables use of the jal instruction, which is more efficient for function calls but requires the caller and
callee to be in the same 256-megabyte segment, which in turn requires the linker command file to locate the functions
accordingly.
When code cannot be relocated, the following strategy can be used:
1.

Use the -mlong-calls compiler option

2.

Include the long_call attribute of the callee function in the caller’s function declaration:

void __attribute__ ((long_call)) callee(void);
void caller(void)
{
:
callee();
:
}

Function calls to callee() from caller() will disable the jal instruction and instead utilize a lui/addiu/jalr/nop
instruction to access 32-bit addresses.
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This option has no effect on abicalls code. The default is -mno-long-calls.

3.2 -mno-interlink-mips16
This option specifies that non-MIPS16 code is not required to be link-compatible with MIPS16 code. For code that
uses microMIPS or MIPS16 instructions, use the -minterlink-mips16 option to cause the compiler to add the
mode-switch and alignment code required for the interlink from MIPS32 to the microMIPS or MIPS16 code.
Keep in mind that use of this option causes an increase in code size (the additional code to switch modes and realign
32-bit to 16-bit function calls) and a slight degradation in execution speed, so it should be used carefully and not for
time-critical modules.
The prototypes of functions with mixed code must declared as follows:
•

Function prototype for callee:

void __attribute__ (mips16e)) calleeMIPS16e(void); //MIPS16e callee function
void __attribute__ ((micromips)) calleeMicroMIPS(void); //MicroMIPS callee function
void caller(void)
{
:
calleeMIPS16e ();
:
calleeMicroMIPS();
:
}

•

Function prototype for caller:

void __attribute__ (nomips16e)) calleeMIPS32(void); //call by MIPS16e function
void __attribute__ ((nomicromips)) calleeMIPS32 (void); //call by MicroMIPS
function

3.3 -Gnum
This option directs the compiler to put definitions of externally-visible data in a small data section when that data is
no bigger than num bytes. GCC can then use gp-relative addressing, which is a powerful tool for reducing code size
and is a favorite among toolchain designers. Data that is stored within reach of the gp register can be accessed in a
single instruction using a signed, 16-bit offset from the gp register ($28). Because the maximum addressing range is
64K bytes, the total size of the small data section (.sdata, .sbss , .scommon) should be less than 64K bytes.
The use of gp-relative addressing requires the cooperation of compiler, assembler, linker, and run-time initialization
code in pooling all the ''small'' data items together into a single region, and then setting the gp register to point to the
middle of that region. The gp register value is assigned by the linker and re-initialized when the system is booted, so
check your linker and boot code to ensure correct initialization of the maximum useful size.
An example linker command file is that shown below.
.sdata :
{
_gp = . + 0x8000; // +0x8000 give a bias to allow gp register could fix
// into -32768 to 32767 offset
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*(.sdata)
*(.sdata.*)
} > ram
//Don’t insert any other section
.sbss
{
*(.sbss)
*(.sbss.*)
} > ram
//Don’t insert any other section
. scommon:
{
*(.scommon)
*(.scommon.*)
} > ram

In the above example, the gp register is set to 0x8000 at the start of .sdata, .sbss and .scommon, which allows the
gp register to access an offset address of -32768 to 32767.
Make sure that all small data sections are declared as located inside the .sdata, .sbss or .scommon sections, and
check the section names to make sure all small data will fit within these sections. And do not insert sections other
than small data sections into the region between .sdata, .sbss and .scommon.
The system program designer may force some variables to be located at specific memory locations, for example, in
internal scratchpad RAM or some special hardware driver region. Because the memory map is fixed, and there is usually a large gap between gp-relative locations and normal memory, those special memory locations should not be
within range of the gp register in order to ensure that the 64K memory boundary is not exceeded. A common mistake
is to fail to inform the compiler that it should not use gp-relative addressing for those memory locations.
Here is a simple example:
int
int

smallVar;
fixlocationVar __attribute__ ((section ("_iram")));

The compiler result is :
smallVar ? access by gp related
fixlocationVar ? non gp related access

Note: If fixlocationVar is exported to other C files, make sure the variable declaration is:
extern

int

fixlocationVar __attribute__ ((section ("_iram")));

A common mistake is to fail to declare the the variable’s section type as extern in the .c or .h file. Without the
extern section declaration and section attribute declared as iram, the compiler will incorrectly interpret
fixlocationVar as accessible relative to the gp register.

3.4 -mno-split-addresses
This option disables use of the %hi() and %lo() assembler relocation operators. It has been replaced by
-mexplicit-relocs (described below) but is remains available for backwards compatibility.
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3.5 -mno-explicit-relocs
This option disables the assembler’s use of relocation operators for evaluating symbolic addresses. The assembler
uses macros instead.
Use of this option with the -mno-split-addresses option creates more opportunities for linker relaxation
(described in Section 5.1, “--relax”). For example, more "addiupc" instructions can be generated by linker relaxation
to reduce code size. Note that individual object files may become larger with these two options, but that the final executable can be smaller with linker relaxation.

3.6 -membedded-data
This option directs the compiler to allocate variables to the read-only data section whenever possible, then to the
small data section, and otherwise in data. Though this produces code that is slightly slower than the default, it reduces
the amount of RAM required when executing, and thus may be preferred for some embedded systems.

4 Common GCC Compiler Options
This section describes GCC compiler options available for most microprocessor architectures that are especially useful for reducing code size.

4.1 -Os
This option directs the compiler to optimize for code size. It enables all -O2 optimizations that do not typically
increase code size and performs further optimizations designed to reduce code size.
-Os disables the following optimization flags:

•-falign-functions
•-falign-jumps
•-falign-loops
•-falign-labels
•-freorder-blocks
•-freorder-blocks-and-partition
•-fprefetch-loop-arrays
•-ftree-vect-loop-version
The -Os option must be used to ensure optimally compact code. -Os enables all -O2 optimizations that do not usually
increase code size and performs additional special options that further reduce code size.
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4.2 -fshort-enums
This option directs the compiler to allocate to an enum type only as many bytes as required for the declared range of
values. Specifically, the enum type will be equivalent to the smallest integer type that has enough room.
Note that code generated with the -fshort-enums option is not binary-compatible with code generated without that
option. Use it to conform to a non-default application binary interface.
GCC does not enable this option by default.

4.3 -fsee
This option directs the compiler to eliminate redundant sign-extension instructions, and to move the non-redundant
instructions to an optimal placement using lazy code motion (LCM).

4.4 -ffunction-sections -fdata-sections
This option directs the compiler to place each function or data item into its own section in the output file, if the target
supports arbitrary sections. The section's name in the output file is determined by the name of the function or the
name of the data item.
These options should be used whenever the linker is able to perform optimizations that improve locality of reference
in the instruction space. In most cases, systems using files in ELF object format have these optimizations.
Note: The linker uses --gc-sections to remove unused sections.

4.5 -fomit-frame-pointer
This option directs the compiler not to keep the frame pointer in a register in cases where the function doesn’t use a
frame pointer, thus avoiding the instructions required to save, set up, and restore frame pointers, and making an extra
register available in many functions.
Note that use of this option makes debugging impossible on some machines.

4.6 -finline
This option enables the inline function attributes.

4.7 -fno-inline-small-functions
This option directs the compiler not to integrate functions into their callers when their body is smaller than the
expected size of the function call code.
-finline-small-functions is enabled at level -O2.

4.8 -fno-inline-functions
This option directs the compiler not to integrate simple functions into their callers.
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-finline-functions is enabled at level -O3.

4.9 -finline-functions-called-once
This option directs the compiler to consider for inlining into their caller all static functions that are called once, even
when they are not designated as inline. If a call to a given function is integrated, the function is not output as
assembler code.
This option is enabled at levels -01, - 02, -03, and -0s.

5 GCC Linker Options
GCC linker options are described at http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Link-Options.html.
Use the -Wl, option to pass linker options from GCC to LD. For example:
-Wl,--relax, -Wl,--gc-sections

5.1 --relax
This option instructs the linker to remove microMIPS instructions within .text sections.
Note that following relaxation, microMIPS functions will not be aligned to 4 bytes, so make sure that they are not
called directly by jal instructions (though they can be called by MIPS32 jalr instructions). Also, do not use linker
relaxation if there is data in the .text section that requires data alignment.

5.2 --gc-sections
This option removes unused sections.

6 References
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